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Opening November 1 through January 27, 2018, Victoria Munroe Fine Art presents PAT ADAMS: Then Found, an exhibition 
of sumptuous abstract paintings from 1997-2016. Adams’ last show in New York City was in 2008 at Virginia Zabriskie’s 
legendary gallery which showed the artist biennially from 1954 until its closing in 2010. 
 
The exhibition offers a fresh look at the unique qualities of Adams’ original abstract constructs. These robust paintings, in 
large or small scale, position the viewer at different distances from imagined cosmic events. The luminous materiality in her 
métier reflects the wonder and fragility Adams honors in nature and the universe. In Drawn, 1997, the dark oval body of 
pigment and grit hovers in a gaseous red light. The event is a white “horizon” line drawn amidst the stirring winds.  As in 
many of these works, a delicate equilibrium calms the auspicious atmosphere.  
 
Growing up in Stockton, California Adams was surrounded by the dramatic beauty of mountains, valleys, fields and rivers. In 
1994, she wrote, “We recall the silence our father demanded as we all fished. But what he gave to me were time and place 
in which to stare; and often what I caught were thoughts.” 
 
Adams’ intellectual and physical exploration of the act and process of painting began in the 1950’s at U. C. Berkeley where 
she studied physics, paleontology, anthropology and art history. Her ongoing multidisciplinary research inspired Adams to 
visualize the content and motion of the physical universe; its planets, geology, and the stuff of atmospheres. This required an 
ongoing exploration of materials to conjure in paint the energy and echo of forms imagined by physicists and astronomers, 
and, even herself as she ponders a cloud of mist over her pond.  
 
Crushing eggshells in the blender, collecting sand and carborundum, pulverizing sea shells, mica and glass powders, Adams 
creates stuff to signify the grit swirling in the universe. Her concoctions of powdered pigment with special binders became a 
liquid of cosmic particles, evidence of the matter that grounds her interplanetary musings. Adams’ lifetime studio practice of 



	
alchemical experimentation continues as does her influence on generations of painters who took her courses on materials 
and painting at Bennington College and Yale.  
 
From the little horizontal painting, Not Or, which suggests a slit window view from a periscope or space ship, to the eight-
foot-long ethereal canvases such as Here Occurring, scale is a mystery in her realm. Cropping the enormity of space-time, 
Adams composes eclipses slicing the planets and moons into slivers that catch the last light.  
 
“These paintings yield more to qualities than to ideas, more to matter than its naming. The work undertakes to celebrate 
‘richesse’ – a marveling rush of wonder at the sheer multiplicity and differentiation of stuffs.”  
 
Adams’ shapes are geometric, ancient and familiar. She refers to them as “insistent forms”: circles, ovals, squares, the reverse 
curve, and the undulating line. In her intimate compositions such as Long Soon, 1996, a black hole slides across concentric 
rings of white light and space seems to curve in hues light years old.  In Here Occurring, a solid oval encrusted with particles 
of beach sand and muscle shells hovers in a nuanced gray-blue score of brush strokes. One might imagine T.S. Eliot’s line “at 
the still point of the turning world.” 
 
Two vertical, irregular grid paintings, Behold, 2004 and Where It Goes, 2002, pack thick impressions from verdant landscapes. 
These tactile compositions are open windows to the smells of hay fields, the glimmer on her pond and the palette of 
Adams’ flowerbed that surrounds her house and studio in Bennington where she has lived for 50 years.  
 
Pat Adams has won many prestigious awards, fellowships and grants including a Fulbright to France in 1956, two National 
Endowment for the Arts Awards in Painting, 1976 and 1987. She taught at Bennington College from 1964-1993, at Yale 
University, School of Art and Architecture Graduate Program (1900-95 and Visiting Critic of Painting 1971, 72, 76, 79, and 
83) among other institutions. Her work is in the permanent collections of the Whitney Museum of American Art, Hirshhorn 
Museum and Sculpture Garden, Philadelphia Museum of Art, Galerie d’Arte Moderna, Bordhighera, Italy, Yale University Art 
Gallery, among others.  
 
 
 
 

 
Long Soon, 1996, mixed media on paper, wood mounted, 5 1/4 x 11 1/2” 
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